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Installation Instructions for 920HANEAP

Hanea Pendant

SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS!

PENDANTS

CAUTION RISK OF FIRE-
This product must be installed in accordance with
the applicable installation code by a person familiar
with the construction and operation of the product
and the hazards involved.

Use minimum 90°c supply conductors.
G P I :ENERAL RODUCT NFORMATION

This product is suitable for damp locations.

These fixtures are intended to be installed
utilizing NEC compliant junction boxes.

This product can be dimmed with most ELV dimmers.

This instruction shows a typical installation.
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Install the Fixture
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Remove all of the Allen screws around the canopy using the provided Allen wrench and remove the mounting plate.

Secure the mounting plate to the electrical box with #8-32 screws.

Adjust the Height of the Fixture: Determine the desired height of the fixture, loosen the set screw on the primary strain relief
and feed the cord into the primary strain relief until the desired height is achieved. Re-tighen the set screw on the primary strain
relief to secure the cord in place.

Install Secondary Strain Relief to Power Cord:

Connect the black/blue driver wire to the black/blue fixture wire with a wire nut.

Connect the red driver wire to the red fixture wire with a wire nut.

Connect the fixture to a suitable ground in accordance with local electrical codes.

Connect the white driver wire to the neutral power line wire with a wire nut.

Connect the black driver wire to the hot power line wire with a wire nut.

Neatly place the driver, all wires and wire nut connections inside the junction box, align the canopy holes with the mounting plate
holes, and secure the canopy in place by reinstalling the Allen screws with the provided Allen wrench.
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Feed the power cord through the canopy until the desired length is reached, making sure to leave enough cord behind the canopy
for electrical connections

Install the secondary strain relief by first feeding the power cord through it.

Snap the secondary strain relief tab into place.

Pull the cord to take up the slack and fit the rest of the cord in the secondary strain relief’s openings.


